UPS Power Rentals for Critical Facilities

Temporary UPS needed?

Limited space?

Zero tolerance for downtime?

Limited Cap-Ex budget?

Need it fast?

Whether it’s a planned facility upgrade, disaster recovery or limited capital budget, UPS solutions from GPS provide efficient, reliable, and cost-effective rental power to a wide range of industries. From our self-contained mobile solutions to fixed indoor applications, GPS has the solutions to solve your temporary power needs.

• Immediate Deployment
• Custom Configurations
• Expert Assistance
• Nationwide Delivery
• Disaster Recovery

Turnkey solutions including logistics, installation, start-up and ongoing maintenance to maximize your uptime.

The power you need, precisely when and where you need it.

“Utilizing GPS’s mobile 1,200 kVA UPS System enabled us to accomplish our facility upgrade with no downtime.”

Call GPS today to solve your temporary power needs.
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